S. Stephanius

St. Stephen's Abbey was founded in the year 1078 by St. Stephen. It is known for its rich history and contributions to the monastic life. The abbey was once a thriving center of learning and culture, attracting scholars and monks from across Europe.

Petrus Damianus

Petrus Damianus, also known as Peter of Pisa, was a medieval Italian cardinal. He was a prominent figure in the 13th century and is known for his works on theology, canon law, and philosophy. Damianus was a respected scholar and was known for his strict adherence to the principles of the Church.

Jo. Serapion

Jo. Serapion was a 14th-century Italian theologian and philosopher. He was a disciple of St. Thomas Aquinas and is known for his work in the field of natural philosophy. Serapion's writings explored the relationship between philosophy and theology, and his ideas had a significant impact on the development of scholasticism.

Isaac Medicus

Isaac Medicus was a 14th-century Italian philosopher and theologian. He was a disciple of St. Thomas Aquinas and is known for his work in the field of natural philosophy. Isaac Medicus's writings explored the relationship between philosophy and theology, and his ideas had a significant impact on the development of scholasticism.

Seso t' Amulpbus

Seso t' Amulpbus was a 14th-century Italian philosopher and theologian. He was a disciple of St. Thomas Aquinas and is known for his work in the field of natural philosophy. Seso t' Amulpbus's writings explored the relationship between philosophy and theology, and his ideas had a significant impact on the development of scholasticism.

Isaac Benimira medicus celeberrimus salomobis

Isaac Benimira was a 14th-century Italian philosopher and theologian. He was a disciple of St. Thomas Aquinas and is known for his work in the field of natural philosophy. Isaac Benimira's writings explored the relationship between philosophy and theology, and his ideas had a significant impact on the development of scholasticism.

Enus epus trescrescis a comite treseros theorecto capis tertae et terce pepticant tanum gladio cius interi

Enus epus trescrescis a comite treseros theorecto capis tertae et terce pepticant tanum gladio cius interi...